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Solar Charge Controller
USER MANUAL
MPPT15060
Thank you very much for buying our product ,Please read
thoroughly before using the prouuct

Description of Functions
1. Suitable for charging 12V/24V/36V/48V lead-acid batteries, including GEL, Sealed, Flooded battery
2. Mainly suitable for off-grid solar power generation systems, such as: home solar power generation system, solar RV power generation,
boat, unattended base stations, outposts and so on.
3. MPPT charging technology, three-stage charging mode, constant current charge-constant voltage charge-floating charge,
effectively improve the battery charging efficiency. It is more portable than ordinary PWM charging.
4. Suitable for high voltage input, PV voltage up to 150 V (At the lowest temperature -25℃).
5. input two Channel solar panels at the same time.
6. This product adopts intelligent single-chip microcomputer design, and all workflows are controlled by software, which can achieve
high precision and high reliability.
7. The charging mode of high-efficiency MPPT is adopted to ensure that the battery works in the best state and greatly prolong the
service life of the battery.
8. It has full automatic control such as overcharge, overdischarge, overload protection, anti-reverse protection and so on

Attentions
The charge regulator is intended for use in photovoltaic systems with 12V or 24V nominal voltages, It shall be used
with vented or sealed (VRLA) lead acid batteries only.
Safety Recommendations:
1.Batteries store a large amount of energy. Never short circuit a battery whatever.
2.Batteries can produce flammable gases. Avoid making sparks, using fire or any naked flame. Make sure that the battery
room is ventilated.
3.Avoid touching or short circuiting wires and terminals. Be aware that the voltages on specific terminals and wires can
be up to double of battery voltage. Use isolated tools. Stand on dry ground and keep your hands dry.

Installation
Please installed in the room, avoiding direct-clearance,
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do not install in the wet environment, when use it outdoor,
please install controller and batteries in the same place,
and the batteries installed in the same place, the controller
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can measuring the battery temperature, charge
205
voltage regulation.
Attention:
1. Screws specifications M4
2. Make sure heat-location were not l blocke
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Load ON/OFF or Ese
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Temperature sensor

! Attention
■Input solar panel matrix power
1. the MPPT solar controller has the function of simultaneous input of two solar panels. In theory, the two solar panels can input
different open circuit voltages and different power, and both can work normally. however, in order to balance the overcurrent
inside the controller, it is strongly recommended that the solar panels of the same specification be used in both ways, which is
beneficial to the service life and efficiency of the controller.
2.The controller has a limited power function, and when the total power of the two solar panels or each input solar panel exceeds
the rated power, the controller will limit the charging power to the rated power, so it is strongly recommended not to connect to
solar panels that exceed the rated power.

■Connect the wire
1.For the specification of the connecting cable, refer to the installation instructions.
2.When the connection cable between the solar panel or controller and the battery is relatively far away, the use of a thicker cable
can reduce the voltage drop and increase charging efficiency

■Installation and connection
Warning: the danger of explosion!
Never install the controller and thebattery in the same airtight space! Nor should it be installed in an airtight battery where gas
may accumulate the place.
Warning: high pressure is dangerous!
PV arrays may generate high open-circuit voltages. Disconnect circuit breakers or safety before wiring, and be careful
during wiring.
Note: when installing the controller, make sure that enough air flows through the heat sink of the controller, and there is at least
150mm space above and below the controller to ensure natural convection and heat dissipation.
If installed. In a closed box, it is necessary to ensure reliable heat dissipation through the box.

■Grounding operation.
MPPT15060 is a common positive design controller. The positive electrode of solar panel and battery can be grounded at the
same time, or any positive terminal can be grounded. In practical application, the terminal can also be grounded.
It is not necessary to ground separately, but the shell must be grounded during installation, which can prevent external
electromagnetic interference and shell electrification from causing damage to the human body.

■Temperature compensation
Note: when the remote temperature sensor is not connected, the controller will charge or discharge the battery at 25 ℃ by
default, without temperature compensation.

■Modification of battery charging parameters
Note: when selecting the default battery type, the charging parameters cannot be modified. If you want to modify the charging
parameters, the battery type must select "Custom".

■Overheat protection
When the internal temperature of the controller is more than 80 ℃, the controller stops working. When the temperature drops
to 60 ℃, the controller resumes charging. If the overtemperature protection is repeated three times, the charge will be stopped
completely. which needs to be reset manually or can be recharged the next day.

Installation instructions

！ Warning
1.The wiring order must be in the prescribed order, first connect the
battery, and then connect the solar panel. when you disconnect the controller
you must first disconnect the solar panel. then disconnect the battery, and the
two groups of solar panels are in no order.
PV1
2. Batteries and solar panels must be connected to fuses or circuit breakers.
Recommended fuse specification: Battery:120A, Solar panels per channel: 60A
3. In the process of operation and installation, the phenomenon of short circuit
of storage battery or solar panel is strictly prohibited.
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Battery type: controller can only use lead-acid batteries, lithium battery can not use

-

Battery voltage: it can automatically adapt to 12V , 24V , 48V battery, if you need to
use 36V battery, you must set the battery voltage to 36V on the display screen.
Batteries in series and in parallel: if batteries need to be connected in series and
parallel, ensure the capacity of each battery the voltage is basically the same.
Mixed use of batteries of different specifications is not recommended, which can easily
lead to uneven charging of individual batteries, aging and damage ahead of time.
Wiring method: it is recommended to first connect the fuse or circuit breaker to the connection line,
then fix the controller end, and finally connect to the battery to ensure that the battery is not allowed
to short circuit in the whole process, otherwise it may cause serious safety accidents.
Connection cable: the connection cable between the controller and the battery is as short as possible,
which can effectively reduce the cable loss and reduce the voltage difference.
Recommended cable specifications:

, length > 4m: 10mm2

length < 4m: 8mm

Solar panel connection
1. The controller has two solar panel input ports, each with a maximum charging current of 30A
It can be connected arbitrarily, and the controller can work normally if only any one of the solar panels is connected.
2. For details of the maximum open-circuit voltage and power of the solar panel, see the parameter table below.
3. The battery must be connected before connecting the solar panel.
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4. The size of solar panel cable is more than that of 4mm.

Load connection
1.The controller does not have a load output port directly, but it has a dry contact port,
user can control the external relay or the controller signal as the external load
through the dry node.
2.The output voltage of the dry contact port is the voltage of the battery and the output
current is 2A.
3. Verify that the working voltage of the externally connected relay or load control signal
is consistent with the output voltage of the dry contact port.
3. There are five modes of dry contact signal output: manual mode, pure light control mode,
light control on + time control off. Single-period real-time time control, dual-period
real-time time control

Load

Relay

+
-

System expansion
1. Multiple controllers are connected in parallel to share a battery pack. But each controller must be connected to a
separate solar panel matrix.
2.In the expansion system, it is recommended that the specifications of each controller and the solar panel matrix be the same,
which is conducive to charge equalization.
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Operation instruction
Key function
K1

Forward or Increase

K2

Backward or Reduce

K3

SET

Setting or Enter

K4

Esc

Load ON/OFF or Ese
SET

K1

K2

K3

Esc

K4

Icon description
Solar panel voltage > light control voltage, which means daytime.
Solar panel voltage > light control voltage, which means at night
Charging, horizontal stripes rolling up dynamically
Load ON
Load OFF

Parameter browsing
Press K1 or K2 to cycle forward or backward to browse the current working parameters or set working status.

K1

K1

K1

K1

K2

K2

K2

K2

Battery voltage

PV1 voltage

PV2 voltage

Charge current

PV power

K1
K1

K1

K1

K2

K2

K2

Real time

Charging capacity
(WH)

K2

Ambient temperature

Charging capacity
(AH)

Parameter setting browsing
In the battery voltage display interface, press the K3 button for 5 seconds to enter the interface of the parameters you need to set,
press K1 or K2 to cycle to display the specific parameters you need to set, press K4 or after 10 seconds of no operation, you can
exit the parameter settings browsing interface.
K3
Press for
5 seconds

Battery voltage

K1

K1

K1

K1

K2

K2

K2

K2

Battery type

Boost voltage

Load r econnect
voltage

LVD

Floating charge

K1
K4

K1

K1

K1

K1

No operation
for 10 seconds

K2

K2

K2

K2

Light control
voltage

Battery voltage

Communication
address

Real time

K2

Load work mode

Parameter setting operation
In the battery voltage display interface, press the K3 button for 5 seconds to enter the parameter setting browsing interface
(see < Parameter Settings Interface Browse >), and press K1 or K2 to cycle to the parameter interface you want to set.
Short press K3 button (SET), display "SET" font flashes to indicate that you can start to change the current parameter, press
K1 or K2 to modify the parameter value, and then press K3 button (set button) save the current settings, and the word "SET" will
stop flashing, and so on, you can set other parameters. Press K4 key to directly exit the current parameter setting interface.
Indicates that the font "SET" flashes

Setting battery type
K3

K1

K1

K1

K2

K2

K2

GEL battery

Sealed battery

Flooded battery

Custom definition

K1
K2

Set boost charge voltage
Set a precision of 0.1V, which increases or decreases 0.1V every time you press K1 or K2.
value range: 12V battery: 14-15V , 24V battery: 28-30V, 36V battery: 42-45V, 48V battery: 56-60V

K3

K1

K1

K2

K2
K1
K2

Set floating charge voltage
Set a precision of 0.1V, which increases or decreases 0.1V every time you press K1 or K2.
value range : 12V battery: 13-14V, 24V battery: 26-28V, 36V battery: 39-42V,48V battery: 42-56V

K3

K1

K1

K2

K2

Se low voltage protection voltage of battery
Set a precision of 0.1V, which increases or decreases 0.1V every time you press K1 or K2.
Vale range: 12V battery: 10.5-11.5V, 24V battery: 21.0V-23.0V, 36V battery: 31.5V-34.5V , 48V battery: 42.0V-46.0V

K3

K1

K1

K2

K2
K1
K2

Set load reconnection voltage
Set a precision of 0.1V, which increases or decreases 0.1V every time you press K1 or K2.
Value range: 12V battery: 11.5V-12.5V , 24V battery: 23.0V-25.0V, 36V battery: 34.5V-37.5V , 48V battery: 46.0V-49.0V

K3

K1

K1

K2

K2
K1
K2

Set load working mode
There are 5 load working modes:
1: manual mode: press the K4 button to turn the load output on or off.
2: pure light control mode: the voltage of the solar panel is detected automatically, the load is turned on at dark and the load is
turned off at dawn.
3: light control + time control mode: the load starts the light control, and the load closing time is set by the user.
4: single real time control: Users can set real-time time to enable and close the load.
5: double-time real time control : , users can set two real-time periods to output and turn off the load of the controller, such as
8: 00 a.m. to 10:00 and 2: 00 p.m. to 4: 00 p.m.

Set operation instructions:
Manual mode and pure light control mode do not need to set the time, and the other three modes need to set the working time.
The operation are as follows:
Light control + time control: Turn the page to the load working mode to light control + time control interface (mode 3), press K3 key,
"SET" and "H" font flash, press K1 or K2 key to set the number of hours, the setting is finished.
Then press K3 key, "SET" and "M" font flash, press K1 or K2 key to set the number of minutes, after setting, press K3 key again,
“SET" and "M" stop flashing, save finished
Single period real time control：
Turn the page of the load working mode to the single real time control interface (mode 4)
1.Press K3 key, "H" flashing, "ON" on, short press K1 or K2 key to cycle change hours: 0- - 23.
2. Press K3 again, "H" stops flashing, "M" flashes, press K1 or K2 to change the number of minutes: 0--59.
3. Press the K3 key again, when the load time is set, the “ON” icon is off; the “OFF” icon is on, the “M” icon stops flashing, the
“H” icon is flashing, and press K1 or K2 key to modify the cycle number of hours: 0--23.
4. Press the K3 key again, the “H” icon stops flashing, the “M” icon flashes, press K1 or K2 key to change the number of minutes in a
cycle: 0--59.
5. Press the K3 key again, the SET and M icons stop flashing, the load time is set, and save the settings.
Dual-period real-time control mode
Turn the page of the load working mode to the dual-period real time control interface (mode 5)
1. Press the K3 key, the “H” icon flashes, the “ON1” icon is on, press K1 or K2 key to modify the cycle number of hours: 0--23.
2. Press the K3 key again, the “H” icon stops flashing, the “M” icon flashes, press K1 or K2 key to change the number of minutes
in a cycle: 0--59.
3. Press the K3 key again, when the load time 1 is set, the” ON1” icon is off, the “OFF1” icon is on, the “M” icon stops flashing,
the” H” icon flashes, and press K1 or K2 key to modify the cycle number of hours: 0--r23.
4. Press the K3 key again, the” H” icon stops flashing, the “M” icon flashes, press K1 or K2 key to change the number of minutes
in a cycle: 0--59.
5. Press the K3 key again, the “M” icon stops flashing, the load time 1 is set up, the “H” icon flashes, the “ON2” icon is om, press
the K1 or K2 key to modify the cycle number of hours: 0--23.
6. Press the K3 key again, the “H” icon stops flashing, the “M” icon flashes, press K1 or K2 key to change the number of minutes
in a cycle: 0--59.
7. Press the K3 key again, when the load time 2 is set, the “ON2” icon is off, the “OFF2” icon ison, the “M” icon stops flashing, the
“H” icon flashes, press K1 or K2 key to modify the cycle number of hours: 0--23.
8. Press the K3 key again, the “H” icon stops flashing, the “M” icon flashes, press K1 or K2 key to change the number of minutes
in a cycle: 0-- 59.
9. Press the K3 key again, the “SET” and” M” icons will stop flashing, and the load time 2 will be set up. Save the settings.

K3

K1

K1

K1

K1

K2

K2

K2

K2

1:manual mode

load work mode

2:pure light mode

Light control +
3：
time control

4: Single period
real time control

5: Dual-period
real-time control
mode

Manually turn on and off the load
When the load mode is manual mode 1 and is not in the "alarm function" period, short press the K4 button to turn on the load,
while in ot her modes, the K4 button is invalid

ON

OFF
K4

K4
短按

Load OFF

Load ON

Set real-time time
Real-time time can be stored inside the controller, which can be kept consistent with the real time even if the controller is powered off,
using load single-period control and dual-period control mode must be set to the correct real-time time.

K3

K1

K1

K3

K2
Real-time

K3

K2
set hours

"SET","H"flash

icon stops flashing

set minute

"SET","M"flash

Set Communication address
Range： C01-C247

K1

K3

K1

K2
“SET”flashing

Communication
address

K1

K2
COM 4

K2
COM 5

COM 247

Set battery voltage
If you use 12V battery, 24V battery, or 48V battery, you don't need to set it. The controller can automatically identify the battery
voltage. If the battery is 36V, you must set the battery voltage here, otherwise. The controller will report an error and the controller
will not work

K3

K1

K1

K1

K1

K2

K2

K2

K2

Automatic
identification

Battery voltage

12V

24V

36V

48V

Set night detection voltage
The night detection voltage is the voltage of the solar panel ,when the load is turned on and output. it needs to be used
when the load working mode is set to pure light-control or light-control + time control
range： 12V: 6-11V, 24V:12-23V, 36V: 18V-35V, 48V: 24V-47V, Precision:1V

K3

night detection
voltage

K1

K1

K1

K2

K2

K2

6V

7V

8V

11 V

Charging capacity set to 0 (AH,WH)
At the interface of AH number or WH number, press the K3 key (SET) for 5 seconds, and the charge capacity WHs and
AH numbers are cleared to zero at the same time.

K3

charge capacity

K3

Press for 5
seconds

Wh set zero

charge capacity
AH

Press for 5
seconds

Wh set zero

Internal temperature and ambient temperature cycle display
You need to press the K3 key for 5 seconds . %: indicates the internal temperature of the controller.

K3
Press for 5
seconds
Battery temperature

ambient temperature

Restore factory settings
At the charging current interface, press the K3 key for 5 seconds to display "GO". When "GO" disappears,
all parameters of the controller return to the factory default values.

K3
Press for 5
seconds

Charge current

Restore factory
settings

LED status
Load status LED（Red）
ON： Load on

load status(red)

OFF：Load off

charge status (green)

Charge status（green）
ON： Charging
OFF：no charging

fasht flash：Charging at constant voltage
slow flash： Floating charging

Error code
When the following error occurs in the controller, the E01-E08 error code is displayed, and the buzzer alarms synchronously,
and the alarm continues until the error is corrected. Press K4 to exit the wrong generation interface, return to the main interface
and turn off the buzzer. Start timing. If the error persists after 10s, the alarm will continue.

Error code

Buzzer

Error reason

E01

Ring every 3 seconds for one minute

system voltage error

E02

Ring every 0.5 seconds for one minute

Over-temperature turn-off charging

E03

The buzzer rings once a second,
and the sun icon blinks.

Solar panel overvoltage off charging

E04

rings once in 0.5 seconds,
and the full battery icon flashes

Battery overvoltage turn off load

E05

rings once in 0.5 seconds,
and the full battery icon flashes

Battery overvoltage turn off charging

E06

rings once every 3 seconds, and the empty
battery icon flashes.

E07

--

E08

--

Battery low voltage shut-off load
--

--

RS4 85 Communication
Through the standard RS485 communication protocol, the controller
can send the operating parameters of the controller to the the terminal
equipment, the terminal equipment can also send instructions to modify
the working parameters of a part of the controller.

The parameters that can be modified by the terminal
device are as follows
1

set load work mode

2

set battery type

Communication protocol continuous sales staff

3

set battery voltage

Parameters that can be read by terminal equipment

4

set night detection voltage

5

set communication address

6

Restore factory settings

7

The charging capacity is clear

8

Charging on and off

9

Get battery charging parameters

10

Modify battery charging parameters

A1

battery type

A2

charge current

A3

PV1 voltage

A4

PV2 voltage

A5

PV power

A6

total charge capacity AH

A7

Daily charging capacityWH

A8-A9

Total capacity WH

1

12V

PV status

2

RXD

3

TXD

4

GND
B

RJ45 Pin definition

A10
A11

charge status

PIN

Definition

A12

battery status

5

A13

Controller temperature

6
7

GND
A

A14

Load status

8

NC

12345 678

Parameter
Note: the parameters in the following table are 12V, 24V, 36V, 48V need to be multiplied by multiple.

Model

MPPT15060

System voltage

12V/24V/36V/48V

Max.charge current

60A, 30A per channel

Max. input power of solar panel

12V:780W, 24V: 1560W, 36V: 2340W, 48V:3120W

Max. input voltage of solar panel

150V(At the lowest temperature), 138V(25℃)

Battery type

GEL

Sealed

Overvoltage shut-off load

16V

Overvoltage shut-off charging

15.5V

Overvoltage recovery voltage

13.7V

Flooded

user

Boost voltage+0.2V

Equalization charge

no

14.6V

14.8V

Boost charge

14.3V

14.4V

14.7V

14-15V

Float charge

13.8V

13.5V

13.5V

13-14V

Boost charge recovery

13.2V

Low voltage recovery load output

12.5V

11.5V-12.5V

Low voltage protection （shut-off load）

11V

10.5V-11.5V

Equalization charge time

120min

Temperature compensation

-3mv/℃/2V

Load work mode

manual,light control+time contorl, Real-time timing control
6V

Night detection voltage
Dry contact terminal output voltage

Same as battery voltage, current up to 2A

Display mode

LCD+LED

Communication mode

RS485，RJ45 interface

Temperature sensor(optional)

3m

Working temperature

-20℃-55℃

Demension

330mm×232mm×87.5mm

Weight

5kg
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